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ABSTRACT

1

Feature models are arguably one of the most intuitive and successful notations for modeling the features of a variant-rich software
system. Feature models help developers to keep an overall understanding of the system, and also support scoping, planning, development, variant derivation, configuration, and maintenance activities
that sustain the system’s long-term success. Unfortunately, feature
models are difficult to build and evolve. Features need to be identified, grouped, organized in a hierarchy, and mapped to software
assets. Also, dependencies between features need to be declared.
While feature models have been the subject of three decades of
research, resulting in many feature-modeling notations together
with automated analysis and configuration techniques, a generic
set of principles for engineering feature models is still missing.
It is not even clear whether feature models could be engineered
using recurrent principles. Our work shows that such principles
in fact exist. We analyzed feature-modeling practices elicited from
ten interviews conducted with industrial practitioners and from
31 relevant papers. We synthesized a set of 34 principles covering
eight different phases of feature modeling, from planning over model construction, to model maintenance and evolution. Grounded
in empirical evidence, these principles provide practical, contextspecific advice on how to perform feature modeling, describe what
information sources to consider, and highlight common characteristics of feature models. We believe that our principles can support
researchers and practitioners enhancing feature-modeling tooling,
synthesis, and analyses techniques, as well as scope future research.

Software product lines are portfolios of system variants in an application domain. They are typically engineered as an integrated software platform that exploits the commonality and manages the variability among the variants [21, 66, 78], to facilitate systematic software reuse, enhance maintenance, and reduce costs. However, product lines are inherently complex because they integrate the features—many with complex dependencies—of all possible system variants [27, 30] in the codebase of one software platform. To handle this
complexity, features need to be managed and, therefore, modeled.
Feature models [11, 24, 46, 68], introduced almost three decades
ago, are the most common and popular notation for modeling the
features of a software product line. Engineers use them to describe
features and their dependencies in an intuitive, tree-like structure.
Product-line users derive individual variants—represented by a
valid combination of features and their values—from the feature
model. To this end, feature models offer various modeling concepts, such as optional and mandatory features, a feature hierarchy,
feature groups, and cross-tree constraints, as illustrated in a toy
example in Fig. 1 (explained in detail in Sec. 2). Feature modeling
is supported by major product-line engineering tools [5], such as
pure::variants [15], Gears [53], and FeatureIDE [77]. Many researchers, practitioners, and tool vendors have introduced additional
concepts, such as feature attributes, feature cardinalities [6, 7, 25]
or non-propositional constraints [14, 65], thus gradually increasing
the expressiveness of feature models.
Feature modeling has been intensively considered in research
and applied in practice [9, 11, 59], as witnessed by over 5,000 citations of the original publication on feature modeling [46], the
software-product-line community’s hall of fame (splc.net/hall-offame), experience reports [74, 78], and textbooks [4, 21, 66, 78].
To complement feature-modeling tooling, researchers contributed hundreds of feature-model analyses [7, 63, 76], refactorings
and management techniques [1, 2], as well as automated synthesis techniques [3, 72]. Most feature models are created manually
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#ifdef Regenerative_Braking
1 Top vehicle speed limited to 180km/h [All engines]
if (mode==AUTO)
brake_force=estimateForce(); 2 Top vehicle speed is adjustable by
[El. engine]
#endif
the driver

Figure 1: A feature model (top) with representations of features in code (bottom left) and requirements (bottom right).
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and often in the context of re-engineering legacy variants into a
software product line [11].
Despite decades of research, there is only limited knowledge on
how feature models are, or should be, designed in practice. Despite
numerous surveys, experience reports, and case studies [9, 11, 59],
there is no modeling methodology for feature models that could be
used to systematically design feature models based on established
practices. It is not even clear whether practices that have been reported adhere to recurrent principles, and, if so, to what extent. We are
only aware of one, 20-years old selection of design guidelines based
on individual author experiences [58]. A modeling methodology, or
at least a set of consolidated principles representing best practices,
would not only help practitioners design feature models, but would
also help the research community conceive better modeling tools,
processes, and to scope future research.
Our long-term goal is to establish a modeling methodology and
process for feature modeling. In this paper, we present a study of
feature-modeling practices we identified from a systematic literature review of 31 papers and ten interviews with experts who
created feature models in small to ultra-large projects with several
thousands of features. By triangulating from these two sources, we
collected practices performed by practitioners, analyzed them, and
synthesized them into 34 general feature-modeling principles organized into eight categories (modeling phases): preparation and planning, training, information sources, model organization, modeling,
dependencies, model validation, and maintenance and evolution.
In detail, we contribute:

valuable concepts is the feature hierarchy, as it structures features
and allows users to navigate in the model. Beyond such ontological
semantics, feature models express the set of all possible variants
(configuration-space semantics) by using constraints as follows.
Feature Modeling Concepts. Features can be mandatory (e.g.,
Engine in Fig. 1) or optional (e.g., Regenerative) within a product
line. Optional features can be enabled or disabled for individual
variants, subjected to further constraints. The feature hierarchy imposes constraints in the form of parent-child implications, mainly
to prevent the selection of features that would not have any effect
when the parent feature is not selected. Features can have types.
Most notations restrict features to Boolean, while others offer various types for features [12, 14, 71]. The original FODA notation
defined features as Boolean, but also defines the notion of feature
attributes—dedicated variables associated with features for holding
non-Boolean values (e.g., integer, real values). Similarly to FODA,
other feature-modeling notations have adopted the concept of feature attributes [7]. Whether non-Boolean values are useful typically
depends on the domain. In our example, all features have Boolean
values. Feature groups impose constraints on the grouped features.
OR and XOR groups are most common, while MUTEX groups are
rare [14]. Some notations have introduced arbitrary bounds (called group cardinalities) specifying the minimum and maximum
numbers of features that can be selected from a group. In our example, the features Electric, Hybrid, and Petrol belong to an XOR
group. Finally, all feature dependencies that cannot be expressed
using these concepts can be declared as cross-tree constraints. These
are typically propositional expressions over features, but some
feature-modeling notations allow arithmetic or string constraints.
Our example contains a very simple constraint: Electric implies the
selection of Regenerative. Feature models are configured by assigning values to features, typically in an interactive configuration
process supported by a configurator tool.
Feature Modeling in Practice. Given the need for upfront investments [20, 54], product lines are rarely developed from scratch [11].
Instead, most organizations start with ad hoc reuse practices, such
as clone & own [18, 31], which are simple and cheap, but impose
maintenance problems in the long run. As such, most product lines
are adopted by re-engineering variants into an integrated platform,
typically referred to as re-active (or extractive adoption) as opposed
to proactive adoption [52]. Feature modeling is conducted during
such migrations. Typically, as reported in experience reports [44, 45,
56], different artifacts are compared between individual variants,
such as requirements and source code, to identify differences, which
are abstracted into features and organized into a feature model.

• 34 feature-modeling principles originating from practice;
• a detailed discussion of each principle with usage guidelines;
• an online replication package with more details (e.g., list
of 654 papers identified during snowballing; the relevant
interview and paper quotes for each principle).1
Overall, our principles are a first step towards defining a featuremodeling process and can help practitioners as well as researchers
to understand best practices of feature modeling.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we describe typical feature modeling concepts and
the contexts in which feature modeling is applied. We refer to Fig. 1,
in which we show a toy feature model from the automotive domain,
to illustrate the relation of features to requirements and code. Realworld feature models are significantly larger, reportedly comprising
up to 15,000 features in current editions of the Linux kernel, which
relies on its own notation of feature models [13, 14].

2.1

Feature Modeling

2.2

Feature models organize features [8, 55], which abstractly represent
the commonality and variability of variants in a product line. Being
intuitive entities, features are also used beyond software product
lines in agile development processes for single systems (e.g., featuredriven development, SCRUM or XP) as a means to communicate and
maintain an overall understanding of the system. Feature models
have been introduced as part of the FODA method [46] and quickly
became popular due to their simple notation. One of the most

Modeling Principles

For individual modeling languages, the literature offers modeling
guidelines and principles. For example, there are guidelines for UML
class diagrams [33], business process-models [61], or implementation principles for domain-specific languages [62, 75, 79]. There are
established principles for software design, such as divide and conquer (break the problem into smaller parts) and software layering,
where layers manage different concerns. Architecture design is
also supported by established guidelines, such as the principle high
cohesion and low coupling or the principle information hiding, both

1 https://bitbucket.org/easelab/featuremodelingprinciples
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+(Variability OR Feature) +(Specification OR Model)). We then sorted
the results according to relevance, as all other sorting criteria are less
appropriate, for example, date of publication or number of citations.
By reading titles, abstracts, and if necessary the full papers, we
analyzed the first 100 results and identified papers P27, P28, P30,
P31 as relevant ones (marked ** in Tbl. 1). Then, we used these four
papers as the initial set for another backwards-snowballing round
that led to the identification of paper P29. The reference lists of
papers P27–P31 contained 105 papers.
Selection Criteria. While analyzing the venues and applying backwards snowballing, we used the following inclusion criteria:

10 interviews

Backwards snowballing
from P27,P28,P30,P31
P27,P28,P30,P31
(4)

Expert
interviews

Synthesis
P27-P31
(4+1)

Figure 2: Process for identifying relevant data sources
of which increase modularity and facilitate the maintenance of a
software system. Such general design principles are rather abstract
and become practically applicable only when placed in the context of a particular language or a technique, such as modeling of
object-oriented or aspect-oriented systems. Although we expect
that feature modeling practices adhere to these general principles,
it is unclear how to apply these principles to feature modeling. For
example: what are the details of applying high cohesion and low
coupling in a feature model, what information sources to take into
account for modeling, or what organizational structure is needed?

3

i) The paper is written in English.
ii) The paper describes the application of feature modeling
where either (1) practitioners report their experiences, (2)
researchers analyze open-source or proprietary systems and
report identified practices or (3) tool-vendors or educators
report experiences during feature-modeling training.
iii) The paper is either a reviewed paper or a technical report.
Besides conference and journal publications, we also included technical reports, because they can often include valuable industrial insights even without ensuring quality by peer review.
Data Extraction. From each paper, we extracted all details about
the reported feature-modeling practices. In particular, we focused
on lessons learned that helped us to assess whether a practice was
helpful for the organization or not. The extraction was done by two
of the authors, while the other two authors checked if the extracted
material is sufficiently detailed, understandable, and relevant.

METHODOLOGY

To identify modeling principles, we relied on two sources. First, following the structure of a systematic literature review according to
the snowballing method [81], we identified papers that report about
feature-modeling practices. Second, we conducted ten interviews
with feature-modeling practitioners. These practitioners included
vendors of feature-modeling tools who have reported their practices
when guiding organizations during feature modeling. We analyzed
both types of sources to identify modeling practices in either source,
triangulated these practices, and synthesized them into principles.

3.1

3.2

Literature Review

Expert Interviews

We complemented the practices reported in the literature by conducting semi-structured interviews with ten participants from nine
organizations. The interviews were designed and conducted independently from the literature review in order to avoid introducing
bias towards any practice. Each interviewee had several years of
experience with feature modeling and they were recruited among
our industrial partners and companies (e.g., tool vendors) having a
close relationship to the research community. Each interview lasted
around an hour on average, only one was considerably shorter,
around 25 minutes. We first elicited the context of feature modeling
in the form of characteristics of the project (e.g., domain, kind of
system, team structure, implementation technologies), when the
interviewee was from a company applying feature modeling. For
the tool vendors, we asked about typical contexts. Second, we asked
about the practices used for creating and evolving the models, including the involvement of different roles and characteristics of the
resulting models (e.g., size, shape, and constraints). Finally, we elicited perceived benefits and challenges of feature modeling, among
others, to get an understanding whether the reported practices
were successfully applied or not. The interviews were conducted
in person, via phone or Skype, recorded, and transcribed.

To identify relevant papers, we relied on a lightweight literature
review process because systematic literature reviews [51] spend
significant effort on calculating various statistics about identified
papers, whereas our primary goal was a qualitative analysis.
Search Method. As automated searches in digital libraries face
several issues [17, 70], we decided to rely on the DBLP library and
to manually analyze a set of relevant venues. To identify the initial
set of papers, we analyzed publications from research and industry
tracks in the proceedings of the last five instances (as of June 2018)
of the following conferences and workshops: ASE, ESEC/FSE, FOSD,
ICSE, ICSME, ICSR, MODELS, SANER, SPLC, and VaMoS.
As we show in Fig. 2, we analyzed 2,484 papers in this step.
By reading their titles, abstracts, and if necessary the body of a
paper, we identified papers P21–P26 (marked * in Tbl. 1) as the ones
containing relevant feature-modeling practices. We used papers
P21–P26 as the initial set for backwards snowballing. To this end, we
analyzed each reference from P21–P26 by reading the title, abstract,
and if necessary the referenced paper itself, thus leading to new
relevant papers. In turn, we also analyzed the references of newly
identified papers until the reference lists of all relevant papers were
exhausted. Through the snowballing process, we identified papers
P1–P20 (cf. Tbl. 1), and together with the initial papers (P21–P26),
their reference lists contained 654 papers. To increase the confidence
that we identified all relevant papers, we searched the ACM Guide
to Computing Literature with the search string (+Experience Report

3.3

Synthesis of Principles

Our goal was to establish a set of principles. We define a principle as
a generalized practice that has the following three characteristics:
a) it concerns a well-established feature modeling concept; b) it is
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Table 1: Overview of the 31 paper we identified. Single and double asterisks indicate papers that were used as initial sets for
the first and second round of snowballing, respectively. Dashes indicate information that was not explicitly stated.
ID

Ref

Venue

Year

Research Type

Technique/Tool

Domain

Context

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21*
P22*
P23*
P24*
P25*
P26*
P27**
P28**
P29
P30**
P31**

Kang et al. [48]
Griss et al. [37]
Kang et al. [47]
Cohen et al. [22]
Hein et al. [38]
Lee et al. [57]
Kang et al. [49]
Lee et al. [58]
Kang et al. [50]
Sinemma et al. [73]
Gillan et al. [35]
Hubaux et al. [41]
Schwanninger et al. [69]
Berger et al. [13]
Dhungana et al. [29]
Hubaux et al. [40]
Berger et al. [14]
Berger et al. [11]
Manz et al. [60]
Berger et al. [10]
Berger et al. [9]
Chavarriaga et al. [19]
Gaeta et al. [34]
Lettner et al. [59]
Fogdal et al. [32]
Pohl et al. [67]
Boutkova et al. [16]
Nakanishi et al. [64]
Iwasaki et al. [43]
Derakhshanmanesh et al [28]
Hofman et al. [39]

SPE
ICSR
AnSE
—
SPLC
SPLC
Software
ICSR
—
SPLC
VaMoS
SPLC
MODELS
ASE
JSS
VaMoS
TSE
VaMoS
ICGSE
IST
MODELS
SPLC
SPLC
MODELS
SPLC
ICSE-SEIP
SPLC
SPLC
SPLC
RE Journal
SPLC

1999
1998
1998
1992
2000
2000
2002
2002
2003
2004
2007
2008
2009
2010
2010
2010
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2016
2018
2011
2018
2010
2014
2012

Industrial case study/Method
Experience report/Method
Experience report/Method
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Experience report
Experience report
Industrial case study/Method
Industrial case study
Experience report
Open source case study
Industrial case study
Open source case study
Industrial case study
Literature review
Open source case study
Survey
Industrial case study
Open source case study
Interview study
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Industrial case study
Experience report
Experience report
Experience report
Experience report
Experience report

FODA/FORM
FODA, UML
FODA/FORM
FODA
FODA, UML
Feature model
FODA/FORM
FODA
FODA/FORM
COVAMOF
—
OmniGraffle
Pure::variants
Kconfig/CDL
Decision oriented
Feature diagrams
Kconfig/CDL
Multiple
Feature model
Kconfig/CDL
Multiple
SPLOT
SysML
FeatureIDE
Pure::variants
Pure::variants
Pure::variants
FODA/FORM
FORM
Pure::variants
FODA UML profile

Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Multiple
Defense
Automotive
Elevators
—
—
Inventory system
Multiple
Telecommunications
E-government
Industrial automation
Linux/eCos
Industrial automation
—
Multiple
Multiple
Automotive
Systems software
Multiple
Electrical transformers
Avionics
Industrial automation
Industrial automation
Automotive
Automotive
—
Network equipment
Automotive
Healthcare

—
—
—
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
—
—
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
—
Extractive
—
—
Multiple
Extractive
Proactive
Multiple
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive
—
Extractive
Teaching SPL
Extractive
Extractive
Extractive

applicable to an arbitrary domain; and c) it is up-to-date and relates
to modern tools and modern software-engineering practices.
We extracted nearly 190 instances of practices by reading through
the identified papers and the interview transcripts. We wrote down
each practice, which typically amounted to one to three sentences,
keeping traceability to the original source. Then, while considering
the modeling context, we iteratively merged redundant practices.
Specifically, it was necessary to recapitulate how the overall modeling was done and what the characteristics of the model and project were. If these were not the same, the practices were strong candidates for generalized principles, as they seem to be applicable in
various contexts. Likewise, if practices were contradicting, we reviewed the context and decided whether the practice should be made

#Principles
8
6
6
10
22
2
4
13
7
3
2
4
8
4
5
4
4
5
4
4
5
10
3
15
5
5
6
1
3
5
3

conditional upon the context. For instance, cross-tree constraints
are regularly modeled in systems software, while many of the interviewees stated to avoid constraints modeling. After closer analysis,
we realized that this depends on who configures the feature model.
If this is done by a domain expert from the company itself, investing
the effort into the typically expensive constraint modeling does not
pay off, because employees are typically aware of these constraints.
In contrast, if feature-model configuration is performed by end
users, this requires a model with correct and complete constraints
to prevent derivation of invalid configurations. During the iterative
definition of principles, we discussed them among the authors until
consensus of the formulation was reached and a category was decided. Initially, the categorization was inspired by Lee et al. [58], but
the final categorization emerged from the set of included principles.

Table 2: Overview of our interviewees and their domains.
ID

Role

Domain

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10

Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Architect
Architect
Arch./develop.
Consultant
Team leader
Architect
Team leader

— (tool vendor)
— (tool vendor)
— (tool vendor)
Automotive
Ind. automation
Web shops
— (various)
E-learning
Automation
Automotive

#Feature

#Principles

—
—
—
≥1000
≤1000
≤40
—
≥1000
≤100
—

14
10
6
6
6
5
4
11
9
5

4

DATA SOURCES

Identified Papers. We identified 31 papers reporting relevant
practices, as we show in Tbl. 1. The majority (14) of these papers are
industrial case studies, followed by experience reports (10), opensource case studies (4), one survey, one interview study, and one
literature review. The papers cover a period of over 20 years, are
published in various venues, and use over ten different feature modeling notations. Moreover, feature modeling has been applied to
14 different domains. Most studies (18) are extractive (cf. Sec. 2.1),
one is proactive, two have multiple contexts, and one relates to
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bound at runtime. The domain of I9 relies on a single, moderately
sized feature model, and the variability mechanism is a configurable
build system for C++ based components. Finally, in the domain of
I10, several models exist to represent the common components
and their versions, as well as fine-grained features of those components, and configuration parameters for each feature. The system
self-configures at boot time using a configuration file.

teaching. The far right column contains the number of instances
of principles we identified from each paper.
Interviewees. In Tbl. 2, we characterize our interviewees together with the domains in which they performed feature modeling.
Six of them are consumers of feature modeling tooling, meaning
practitioners applying feature modeling for the variants of their
company (I4, I5, I6, I8, I9, I10). The remaining four interviewees are
rather producers of such tooling (one was an independent consultant), and they mainly acted as consultants for companies adopting
product-line engineering and feature modeling (I1, I2, I3, I7).
Interviewees I1, I2, and I3 work in different roles for companies
offering feature-modeling and product-line-engineering tooling.
All of them have decades of experience in consulting companies
in transitioning to product lines, mainly in the embedded systems
domain. I4 is a software architect in a large (≤99,000 employees)
car manufacturer producing over 400,000 cars per year from three
main platforms. I4 is involved in feature modeling and variability
management in this product line. I5 is a software architect responsible for variability management at a large (≤25,000 employees)
vendor of electronics and mechanical components for end-user and
industrial applications. The company has a large portfolio of variants, many of which were originally derived with the clone & own
approach. I6 is a department lead, acting as a software architect
and a developer, in a small (≤50 employees) consulting company
that delivers customized web-based e-commerce and enterprise
applications. Specifically, I6 was involved in the design of a feature
model, and the development of the target system. Around 400 to
500 possible variants can be generated from this product line. I7 is a
consultant who sells methodology and approaches for solving customer problems. I7 has experiences in using feature models with two
different customers. I8 is a project lead, who led the development
of a large software migration project in the domain of university
course and staff management. I9 leads an architecting team and
is a solution architect in a large international company (≤140,000
employees) providing solutions in industrial automation. For the
needs of this study, I9 discussed the experiences of creating a product line with around 15 variants. I10 is a software team leader in a
large company (≤30,000 employees) in the automotive domain. I10
is responsible for managing configurable software for an embedded
device, with an exponential number of possible variants that can
be sold as applications to customers.
Interviewees’ Product Lines. We briefly summarize the characteristics of the software product lines that the consumers of featuremodeling tooling engineer, reporting the sizes of the corresponding
feature models in Tbl. 2. In the domain of I4, several hierarchically
organized feature models exist, where the ones higher in the hierarchy contain hundreds and the lower ones thousands of features.
Furthermore, because the company relies on different suppliers,
the variability is implemented by different variability mechanisms.
The product line of I5 relies on the most traditional set-up with a
single, moderately sized feature model, and where the variability is
primarily bound statically at build time, among others, using the C
preprocessor (e.g., #ifdefs). The domain of I6 is modeled in a single
feature model and the variability mechanism is a Java preprocessor
developed in-house. I8’s domain comprises a large feature model
with very few Boolean features, where the variability is mainly

5

IDENTIFIED PRINCIPLES

We now present the 34 feature-modeling principles we synthesized
from our data sources. Each principle defines what should be done
or how it should be done. Furthermore, for each principle, we discuss why it is relevant and applicable. We grouped the principles
into eight phases and ordered them in the most probable sequence
they would be applied when building feature models. The phases
in Sec. 5.1–5.3 capture principles relevant for pre-modeling activities, such as planning or identifying information sources. Phases
in Sec. 5.4–5.7 capture those relevant for the actual modeling and
validation of the obtained feature model. Finally, Sec. 5.8 captures
those relevant for post-modeling activities, that is, maintenance
and evolution. The acronyms used to label principles correspond
to section titles and order of appearance within the section.

5.1

Planning and Preparation

PP1 : Identify relevant stakeholders. (P4). We identified this principle in P4, according to which the relevant types of stakeholders in
the beginning (called sources in P4) are domain experts with detailed
knowledge about the variants or platform that shall be modeled.
Depending on the domain and organizational processes, these stakeholders can include diverse roles (e.g., architects, application
engineers, project managers, requirements engineers). Identifying
these stakeholders is one of the precursors for obtaining domain
knowledge (IS1 ) and conducting workshops (M1 ). Another type of
stakeholders is the modelers who will perform the actual modeling
and subsequent model maintenance (called producers in P4). The
roles that typically belong to this group are system and software
architects as well as product managers, since their everyday work
includes creating abstract system models. Identifying these stakeholders is required for training modelers (T1 ). Finally, users of the
feature model are another type of stakeholders (called consumers in
P4). Depending on the purpose of the feature model (PP3 ), this group
can include diverse roles, from product managers to developers
and any role in between. Understanding who the users of a feature
model are will inform the decisions about model decomposition
(PP4 ), feature identification (M6 ), and creating views (M9 )
PP2 : In immature or heterogeneous domains, unify the domain terminology. (P5, P6, P8, P9, P27). To facilitate the modeling
process and model comprehension, it is beneficial to unify the terminology used by stakeholders and provide descriptive terms (e.g.,
for feature names). P8 advises that “in an immature or emerging
domain, standardize domain terminology and build a domain dictionary. If not done, different perceptions of domain concepts could cause
confusion among participants in modeling activities and lead to timeconsuming discussions.” Similarly, P27 explicitly states that “the first
step during the introduction of the feature-based variability modeling
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5.2

was the definitions for the all relevant terms [...] [as a] precondition
for the successful collective work.”
PP3 : Define the purpose of the feature model. (P12, P23, P24,
P26, P30). Users of feature models can be divided into two categories. First, feature models can support design and management of
a product line, for instance, as an explicit model of the domain
or as a tool for product-line scoping. Second, feature models can
support the actual product-line development, for instance, to coordinate teams developing different features or as an input for an
automated build system and configurator. For example, P24 presents an industrial case study in which feature models are used
to capture three different concerns, the problem space, the solution
space, and the configuration space, which contains partial configurations of the problem-space feature model that are referenced by
the solution-space feature model. Another example is P12, which
presents an analysis of an open-source system in which a feature
model supports system configuration. P12 notes that it was not
clear if the feature model captures the design time or runtime variability. Therefore, if a feature model has multiple purposes, model
views should be defined (M9 ). Finally, a clear feature-model purpose
avoids unnecessary effort, for example, by reducing discussions.
PP4 : Define criteria for feature to sub-feature decomposition. (P5, P8, P12, I4, I8). The semantics of the feature model hierarchy
are not well-defined [23]; it can represent relations such as part-of,
functionality decomposition, and feature responsibilities. Defining
how and when a feature should be divided into sub-features facilitates achieving a consistent model that provides a single perspective
on the product line (PP3 ). According to P5, an indication of a good
feature hierarchy is a low number of cross-tree constraints (MO4 ).
P12 confirms that there is no obvious way to build the feature
model hierarchy and that prototyping is often required. Interview
and paper sources report that the hierarchy represents functional
decomposition (P8, I4, I8), which is in line with the most common
interpretation of features, as we describe in M6 .
PP5 : Plan feature modeling as an iterative process. (P8, P22,
P24). Not surprisingly, we learned that feature modeling should
iteratively alternate between domain scoping and modeling. On the
one hand, using an iterative process allows to gradually increase
expertise in feature modeling; on the other hand it facilitates safe
evolution of feature models, because the changes between feature
model versions are typically not significant. For example, it allowed
P22 to “(1) train the domain experts using simpler models, (2) practice
with them how to introduce new features and constraints, and (3)
define practices to review and debug the models continuously.”
PP6 : Keep the number of modelers low. (P21, P22, P25, I1, I9,
I10). Industrial practice shows that the number of stakeholders
performing the modeling should be low, in some cases a single
person. Typically, only few stakeholders have the overview domainknowledge necessary to create the model. I1 states that “it’s usually
the individual subsystem leaders or their architects or the lead designers in their subsystems that can capture the feature models.” I9
reports that only architects and project managers are involved in the
modeling process. I10 also mentions that few domain experts are
involved in this phase to define the needed behavior of the feature
model and to discuss it with software experts.

Training

T1 : Familiarize with the basics of product-line engineering.
(P25, P26, P29, I1). The stakeholders who will perform the modeling
should familiarize themselves with the basics of product lines (e.g.,
product-line architecture, variant derivation) and especially with
the notation of the used modeling technique and tool. It is beneficial
to establish intuition about the correspondence between programming concepts used in every-day work, for example, classes or
data types, and feature types and their graphical representations
in the selected tool. I1 states that stakeholders can be trained by
explaining, for instance, that Boolean features correspond to single
checkboxs, and enum features to multiple checkboxes in the tool.
T2 : Select a small (sub-)system to be modeled for training.
(P8). As we identified in P8, the initial system to be modeled should
be small (see also PP5 ), with a lot of commonality, and without
strict deadlines regarding the release to production. This facilitates training of feature modeling and can improve feature-model
acceptance, due to the ability to have arbitrarily fast feedback loops.
T3 : Conduct a pilot project. (P29, I1). The feature model training
is ideally run as a guided exercise in the form of a pilot project that
lasts several days, for instance, three days in the case of I1. The pilot
project requires that the activities in principles T1 and T2 have been
performed. I1 reports that in the context of extractive product-line
adoption, it is necessary to guide the stakeholders that pose detailed
knowledge about the variants, typically developers, towards understanding the differences between the variants in terms of domain
concepts and not implementation-level differences. Often, when asked about the differences between variants, the developers respond
with very specific, implementation-level answers. By asking for the
reason of these differences multiple times (corresponds to M3 ), developers will provide more and more abstract explanations, which
is a core experience according to I1: “every time they say something
you say ‘why’, and now kind of abstract up one level you go why, and
you know, after that 3 or 4 whys they will probably get to the essential
feature.” Overall, analyzing around 20-50 variation points, identifying, and modeling corresponding features within the maximum
of three days is a good target. Verifying that the obtained feature
model can be configured as expected can be based on principle QA2 .

5.3

Information Sources

IS1 : Rely on domain knowledge and existing artifacts to construct the feature model.. (P1–P5, P15, P19, P22, P24, P25, P27, I1–I3,
I9, I10). The sources of information to identify features are twofold.
First, domain experts and stakeholders (PP1 ) contribute their knowledge about the domain, existing systems, and customer needs. This
type of knowledge is typically extracted and documented in workshops (M1 ). I10 explains that “There are certain application engineers
[...] who are experts in making the link between what the behavior
should be [...] and discuss that with the software experts to define what
it should be doing.” Second, in the context of extractive product-line
adoption, different engineering artifacts can be used to identify
features and their dependencies, such as configuration files, domain vocabularies, specifications, manuals, contracts, documentation,
and the actual source code. Features and their dependencies are
typically extracted by identifying differences between the artifacts
from different variants (cf. M2 , M3 ). I1 explains how features are
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retrieved manually: “we look at source code clones/branches/versions
to get the product differences (e.g., by looking at ifdef variables), and
identify and extract features from these differences manually.”

5.4

in the form of arbitrary Boolean formulas, hamper comprehension,
maintenance, and evolution of the model—and can make it harder
to understand configuration problems. Because of that, almost all
interviewees reported that they avoid cross-tree constraints or use
simple ones that are typically supported by tools for feature modeling, such as requires, excludes, or conflicts. If constraints cannot
be simplified, P21 reports that some companies capture complex
constraints in the the feature-to-asset mapping by using the concept
of presence conditions [80]. P31 reports a practice where each feature
involved in a cross-tree constraint is tagged, to indicate that there
are additional constraints affecting the selection of this feature.
MO5 : Maximize cohesion and minimize coupling with feature groups. (P1, P3, P14, P22, P24, I6). We identified the explicit
structural principle that feature groups should represent related
functionalities, while abstract features should be used for structuring. A high cohesion within a group and low coupling to other
groups (absence of cross-tree constraints) indicates that the features
belong together. P1 and P3 also state that and groups on a high
level and or groups on a low level indicate high reuse (cohesion),
while high alternative groups indicate limited reuse.

Model Organization

MO1 : The depth of the feature-model hierarchy should not
exceed eight levels. (P14, P17, P21, P28, I1–I5, I8, I9). While rarely
made explicit in experience reports (only in P28), survey papers and
most of our interviewees report that the feature-model hierarchy
is typically between three to six levels deep. Feature models with a
deeper hierarchy are typically split into several models (cf. MO3 ).
For example, I4 says that “at most I’ve seen three levels deep” similarly
to I1: “We usually don’t see them going more than 3 levels deep.” I9
reports that “It is more spread than deep I would say; It is just the
way this model was evolving.” Even in the highly complex Linux
kernel, the maximum hierarchy depth is eight levels (P17). Deep
hierarchies are typically avoided in order to prevent deep sub-trees
that the users must read and understand.
MO2 : Features at higher levels in the hierarchy should be
more abstract. (P3, P4, P8, P9, P13, P14, P17, P21 P27, P30, I8). We found
that the higher a feature is in the feature-model hierarchy, the
more it is visible to the customers or it represents a more abstract
domain-specific functionality. Features in middle levels usually
represent functional aspects, while bottom-level features capture
detailed features of technical concerns, such as the build process,
hardware, libraries, and diagnostics. In P3, the levels in a feature
model are (from highest to lowest abstraction): capability features, operating environment features, domain technology features,
and implementation technique features. P2 uses the RSEB [36]
methodology, which makes a distinction between architectural and
implementation features. This principle is strongly connected to PP4
and ensures a consistent, comprehensible model.
MO3 : Split large models (P4, P5, P12, P13, P15, P19, P22, P24, P26, P27,
P30, P31, I1, I2, I8) and facilitate consistency with interface models (P5, P31). Several sources state that large feature models with
thousands of features should be decomposed into smaller ones. For
example, features representing implementation details and features
representing user-visible characteristics should be placed in different feature models (compliant with MO2 ). P15 states that “our first
brute-force approach was to put all model elements into one single
model. This did not scale [...] It also became apparent [...] a single
variability model is inadequate to support evolution in the multi-team
development.” However, splitting large models raises consistency
maintenance issues. An interesting principle for consistency maintenance is to identify the features that participate in inter-model
dependencies and extract them into a separate feature model, the
so-called interface feature model (P5) or a feature dependency diagram (P31). Then, the inter-model dependencies are isolated and
easier to maintain. Even if the goal is to create a single feature
model, it can be easier to create several smaller feature models,
which capture the concerns of different stakeholders, and merge
them later. Such smaller models can also be used as prototypes that
are refined during iterative modeling (PP5 ).
MO4 : Avoid complex cross-tree constraints. (P11, P20, P21, P31,
I2–I7). Cross-tree constraints allow adding dependencies between
subtrees of a feature model. However, complex constraints, typically

5.5

Modeling

M1 : Use workshops to extract domain knowledge. (P8, P15, I1,
I3, I9). Workshops are used extensively to initiate feature modeling,
and two papers, as well as two of our interviewees, report them
as being the most efficient way to start. To this end, stakeholders
identified in the planning phase (PP1 ) as the ones with detailed
knowledge about the systems are asked to describe and model variants based on their experiences. With the purpose of identifying
features, the workshops should be used to determine why differences between different variants exist. The question “Why does
this difference exist?” should be repeatedly asked until the answers
converge to an abstract reason that represents a feature (I1).
M2 : Focus first on identifying features that distinguish variants. (P8, P9, P15, P27, I1, I2). According to multiple sources, it is
easier for most stakeholders to describe the features that distinguish
variants from each other rather than focusing on the commonalities. For example, P15 states: “The variability of the system was
therefore elicited in two ways: moderated workshops with engineers
[...] to identify major differences and [...] used automated tools to
understand the technical variability at the level of components by
parsing existing configuration files.” P8 argues for this principle by
stating that “Products in the same product line share a high level of
commonality. Hence, the commonality space would be larger to work
with than the difference space.”
M3 : Apply bottom-up modeling to identify differences between artifacts. (P8, P15, P27, I1–I3). Different artifacts (IS1 ) can be
analyzed to identify the differences between existing variants. As
reported by I1, I3, and I2, source code files are typically the first
artifacts to be analyzed, and the analysis can be done automatically by diff tools (P15, I2). However, the differences are typically
interpreted manually, for example, in workshops (M1 ), as bottomup modeling is the central technique for understanding extractive
product-line adoption (I1).
M4 : Apply top-down modeling to identify differences in the
domain. (P5, P21, I2). For a top-down analysis, workshops (M1 ) focus
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more on domain experts, project managers, and system requirements, as explained by I2: “Top-down is successful with domain
experts, more abstract features.” The features that emerge from the
top down analysis typically represent commonalities or abstract
features that help with feature model structuring (MO5 ).
M5 : Use a combination of bottom-up and top-down modeling.
(P13, P21, I2). Due to the different results that can emerge from
bottom-up and top-down analyses (M2 ), it is highly recommended
to combine both strategies. A top-down analysis results in more
abstract (higher-level) features, while a bottom-up analysis provides insights on more fine-grained (lower-level) features. Thus,
combining both strategies increases completeness and provides a
checking mechanism, for example, whether all features are implemented in the systems. For instance, P13 reports that “the feature
model was built in a top-down and a bottom-up manner. [...] The
user visible features became top level features, while internal features
either ended up in the lower level of the feature model or in separate,
more technical sub-domain feature models.”
M6 : A feature typically represents a distinctive, functional
abstraction. (P5, P8, P9, P18, I1, I3, I6, I7, I9). While some works use
feature models to represent non-functional properties (e.g., performance requirements or physical properties, such as color), most
sources and interviewees emphasize that features should represent
functional abstractions (P5, P18, I1, I3, I7, I9). A concrete example,
mentioned by I3, is not to model the CPU type as a feature, as it does
not represent externally visible functionality—it should rather be a
feature attribute. Features should be used to capture the externally
visible characteristics of a system, most often by abstracting a set
of functional requirements (P8).
M7 : If needed, introduce spurious features. (P12). We identified
in P12 that a “spurious feature represents a set of features [...] that
are actually not offered by current software assets, which is arguably paradoxical when modeling the provided software variability.”
For example, in a phone conference system, if a language is selected for which there is no translation, then the default language
should be used. A feature that represents all languages with Unavailable Translation (UT) can be declared in order to express the
following cross-tree constraint: UT requires DefaultLanguage. Note
that contrary to the majority of feature definitions, UT represents
a functionality that the system does not posses.
M8 : Define default feature values. (P14, P17, I8). We found in
three sources that it can be beneficial to define default feature
values if the configuration space of a feature model is very large.
Then, deriving a configuration becomes a reconfiguration problem.
Interestingly, in each source that used default values, the feature
modeling tool also supported visibility conditions for features (P17).
In these sources, the default value of a feature can be modified only
if the corresponding visibility condition is satisfied.
M9 : Define feature-model views. (P19, I8). Not all parts of a feature model are equally relevant to all stakeholders. Feature model
views can unclutter the model representation for selected stakeholders according to their needs. P19 reports that “not all features and
associated artifacts are relevant for an individual engineer [...] we realized user-specific views by development phase and abstraction specific
feature models within a hierarchical feature model”. The abstraction
specific view, referred to in P19, is a partial configuration of one

feature model that can be referred to from another feature model. A
technique called profiles, reported by I1, uses the same mechanism
to expose a subset of all features from one feature model to another.
M10 : Prefer Boolean type features for comprehension. (P14,
P17, P22, P23, I2, I5–I7, I9). Most interviewees reported that the vast
majority of features are of type Boolean. I8 is a notable exception,
reporting mostly non-Boolean features, representing some more
application-logic-related specifications that were moved into the
feature model. However, I7 considers that the main strength of
feature modeling is that it is a “nice way of organizing configuration
switches”, thus confirming the strong preference for Boolean features. We note that there are domains, such as operating systems,
where high numbers of numerical features exist (P14, P17).
M11 : Document the features and the obtained feature model.
(P4, P12, P30, I8–I10). Several interviewees explicitly emphasized the
importance of documenting the feature model, while most other interviewees implicitly mentioned the importance of documentation,
such as I8: “we’ve put a lot of effort into extensively documenting all
options and immediately document in the editor.” This principle is
related to PP2 and PP5 , because any new terminology (i.e., features,
constraints) should be continuously unified and documented (e.g.,
the rationale for introducing the new element). I10 mentions that
the implementation itself often is the documentation, which creates problems when variants should be refactored into a platform.
Therefore, I10 suggests that feature documentation and feature
implementation should be simultaneous activities.

5.6

Dependencies

D1 : If the models are configured by (company) experts, avoid
feature-dependency modeling. (P21, I1, I2, I5–I8). The majority of
interviews suggested that in real-world feature modeling, identifying dependencies is expensive and if explicitly modeled, the
maintenance of the feature model becomes complex. Moreover, the
interviewees reported that the experts configuring the model are
typically aware of the undeclared dependencies (e.g., I6: “There
were some cross-tree dependencies [...], but they weren’t in the model
(the one configuring the model needed to know them)”) and I8: “[dependencies are] typically not modeled”). Consequently, dependency
modeling is avoided or the modeled dependencies are rather simple, for instance, requires and excludes (e.g., I1: “Very few cross-tree
constraints [...] typically requires and conflicts”). An estimate of interviewee I3 is that, if explicitly modeled, around 50% of features
would be involved in dependencies. It also seems that, in order
to compensate for the absence of explicit dependencies, custom
dependencies with domain-specific semantics are introduced. For
example, after a new system release, a new feature can be recommended by another feature. We remark that the sources advising
against feature-dependencies modeling either consider small to
medium-sized feature models (several tens to several hundreds of
features) or feature models whose configuration spaces define a
relatively small number of configurations (several tens).
D2 : If the main users of a feature model are end-users, perform feature-dependency modeling. (P10, P14, P24, I4). Considering end-users instead of domain experts, we identified a principle
that opposes D1 . If feature model configuration is done by end-users
(related to the purpose of the feature model PP3 ), or with large
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feature models (with thousands of features), feature-dependency
modeling should be performed. Thereby, it can be ensured that correct configurations are derived, and support for choice propagation
and conflict resolution can be offered.

5.7

the feature model, in contrast to open-source or community-driven
projects. In cases where several feature models exist, a dedicated
team should maintain each model. Centralized model governance
also facilitates strict access-control management.
MME2 : Version the feature model in its entirety. (P17, I4, I8,
I9). Versioning individual features would probably lead to feature
model inconsistencies, thus we found several advises to version
the complete feature model. When a newer version of the feature
model contains features that are obsolete, but are preserved for
compatibility purposes, such features are marked as deprecated (I8).
MME3 : New features should be defined and approved by domain experts. (P22, I5, I8, I10). In order to introduce a new feature into
the feature model, it is necessary to specify the feature, define how
it is going to be tested, and to consider the implications of adding a
new feature to the existing implementation. Consequently, a new
feature should be approved by relevant domain experts. For example, I5 stated: “we have to make sure that the work is done properly.
Because [...] you can be stopped by simple technical issues, like we
cannot merge back, because the branch is frozen.”

Quality Assurance

QA1 : Validate the obtained feature model in workshops with
domain experts. (P8, P22, P24, I1). Because a feature model represents the complete domain, we found several sources that emphasize the benefits of involving various domain experts in the review.
P24 states that different domain experts should participate because
“they can focus on their area of expertise, i.e., product management, architecture, or product configuration aspects. Our results further show
that detailed domain expertise is required for defining the feature
models [...].” According to I1, aspects that should be discussed are
“what are the right names for the features, what are the right ways
of structuring the features, try the process of first creating the new
product [configuration] that never existed before [...].” Also, it is beneficial if domain experts that have not been involved in the modeling
review the feature model, to validate if the model is intuitive (P8).
QA2 : Use the obtained feature model to derive configurations. (P1, P3–P5, I1, I8). The obtained feature model should allow deriving configurations that represent variants whose artifacts were
used for feature identification and feature model creation. Furthermore, we found statements that deriving new configurations that
did not exist explicitly before, and verifying that they are meaningful with respect to existing implementation, is an indicator that the
feature model faithfully represents the domain. Customers may be
involved, as I8 reveals: “We have a workshop with customer where
we discuss how things need to be configured in detail to adhere to
their domains.” If the feature model does not allow deriving any
new configurations besides the ones analyzed, this might be an
indication that migrating to a product-line is not profitable.
QA3 : Use regression tests to ensure that changes to the feature model preserve previous configurations. (I9, I10). During
two interviews, we found that, to ensure that an update of a feature
model preserves the previously defined configurations, regression
testing can be used. I9 explains that creating reference variants
from the feature model helps covering the different combinations
running in real-world systems, which are thoroughly tested within
their continuous integration servers. This is further acknowledged
by I10, who stated to perform “testing, a lot of testing”, referring to
regression testing, whenever there are variability related changes.

5.8

6

DISCUSSION

As the majority of papers (cf. Tbl. 1) reports experiences of extractive
product-line adoptions, the principles that most sources agree on
relate to bottom-up feature modeling. Specifically, the principles
agreed on most are about information sources from which features
can be identified (PP2 , IS1 ), feature-identification techniques (M2 ,
M3 ), what the identified features represent (M6 , M10 ), and what the
desirable properties of the resulting feature models are (MO1 –MO4 ).
Some of the identified principles are applicable only in particular
modeling scenarios. For example, considering dependencies (i.e.,
D1 and D2 ), the choice to model feature dependencies depends
on the purpose of the feature model, namely on the decision who
configures the model. Moreover, some principles represent different
ways of addressing the same issue (e.g., MO3 and M9 ). For this
example, splitting a large feature model into smaller ones (MO3 )
and defining feature-model views (M9 ), both aims at separating the
concerns of different stakeholders.
Choosing either principle comes with its own benefits and drawbacks. Defining views on a single feature model facilitates centralized model governance (MME1 ) and avoids the need for interface
models (P5, P31). In contrast, if multiple models are used, each
of them will probably have a lower depth (MO1 ), with less complex cross-tree constraints (MO4 ), which facilitates maintenance.
Despite the fact that principle MO3 is supported by 15 sources,
compared to only two supporting M9 , the reason for this might
be that feature views require sophisticated tool support, which is
rarely readily available. Namely, we know of only two research
tools that support feature-model views [2, 42]. Although our results
uncover that separation of concerns implies trade-offs, defining
how to optimally separate the concerns of different stakeholders in
different contexts requires further research.
Interestingly, the principles related to planning and training
(PP1 –PP6 , T1 –T3 ), do not have a high number of sources that support them. The majority of sources that support these principles are
either industrial case studies or tool-vendor interviews. Such sources report experiences from case studies during which an external

Model Maintenance and Evolution

Although some of the previous principles facilitate easier maintenance and evolution of feature models (MO2 –MO5 ), in this section
we present three additional principles.
MME1 : Use centralized feature model governance. (P13, P14,
P21, P22, P26, P27, P29, I1, I4, I5). We identified in several sources that
having a dedicated employee, or a dedicated team, which governs
the feature model, ensures consistent and reliable evolution of
the feature model. I1 stated that “somebody [...] chief architect or
whoever [...] becomes the lead product-line engineer, okay, so they
really own the overall feature model.” This is especially the case in
closed environments where the enterprise has complete control over
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person or organization guided the feature modeling and productline adoption in a host company. Consequently, although feature
models are considered to be an intuitive and simple modeling notation, companies must expect a certain amount of effort for training
to clearly define the scope and purpose of a feature model.
The papers that we identified in our literature review (cf. Tbl. 1)
report experiences on more than ten different notations for feature
models. Moreover, they are concerned with 14 different application
domains. We remark that among the diverse modeling notations,
few were used repeatedly; namely FODA/FORM as the first notation that has been proposed (P1, P3, P7, P9, P28); and the tool
pure::variants and its notation that is established in practice (P13,
P25, P26, P27, P30). Similarly, there are a two prominent domains,
namely automotive (P5, P19, P26, P27, P30) and industrial automation (P13, P15, P24, P25). However, none of the principles is
specific to a particular notation or domain. In contrast, the principles we identified are general and applicable to any domain and
feature-modeling notation.
We ordered the principles in the most reasonable sequence of
steps that are needed to create a feature model, but this ordering
does not represent a definitive modeling process. For example,
some principles can be optional and some can be applied differently,
depending on an organization’s domain and context. Defining and
validating a modeling process is part of our future work.

7

THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct Validity. To ensure correct interpretation of interview
data, each interview started with an introduction where we tried to
understand the project the interviewee worked with. In line with
semi-structured interview methods, we allowed thorough explanations of the relevant terminology in the interviewees’ domains,
upon which we adjusted our question’s terminology in order to
detect intricate details about the modeling principles.
Internal Validity. To ensure completeness and avoid the need
for forwards snowballing, the initial set of papers was identified
manually by analyzing five instances of relevant conferences and
workshops. To increase our confidence about completeness, we
verified with an automatic search. To ensure that we can obtain
insights about different sizes and usages of feature models, we selected the interviewees based on experience and the characteristics
of their product lines. Finally, to ensure that we identify domainindependent, generally applicable principles, we interviewed toolvendors and consultants with broad experience in feature modeling.
External Validity. To ensure that the identified principles can be
used in arbitrary domains to create feature models with various
purposes and sizes, we based the study on research papers, technical reports, interviews with practitioners, consultants, and tool
providers, all of which reported experiences about diverse applications of feature modeling in practice. For the few principles that
are applicable in a specific context, we state this context clearly.
Conclusion Validity. We claim that the extracted principles are
general and are reasonable with regards to our analysis and scope.
Our study is based on a systematic and reproducible method that
relies on qualitative data obtained from literature and interviews
with practitioners. To avoid misinterpretation of the collected data,
we have jointly analyzed our sources, triangulated the principles
between literature and interviews, and refined the principles and
categories until we reached a consensus among all authors.

RELATED WORK

The most notable work that defines a set of principles for feature
modeling is reported by Lee et al. [58]. Unlike that paper, we present
a systematically collected set of principles from papers on industrial practices and experiences, supported by practices reported by
feature-modeling practitioners. Other than Lee et al., who share
their personal knowledge on creating feature models, we identified
31 papers to collect empirical evidence. Perhaps the most related papers among those we identified, regarding methodological support
in terms of well-defined feature-modeling principles, are the works
based on the FORM methodology [26, 47, 49, 50, 57]. The core of
FORM is a layered feature model that is based on the original FODA
method [46]. Besides the fact that the defined practices are based
solely on the authors’ experiences, we note that this research is
two decades old and the set of practices does not provide guidelines for issues arising in modern feature modeling. For example,
these works do not report on combining bottom-up and top-down
modeling, model hierarchy definitions, and model views. Several
industrial case-studies reported practices used for creating feature
models with the purpose to adopt product lines [19, 34, 38, 59]. Because these case studies report experiences from specific domains
and are based on specific technologies, the reported practices are
rather specific. In contrast, our principles are either generally applicable, since we synthesized them from several practices, or we
clearly state the context in which they apply. Other related papers
are the surveys and case studies by Berger et al. [9–11, 13], which
investigate the characteristics of successful industry-grade and
open-source feature models. Although not primarily aiming at identifying modeling principles, these works provided insights into the
characteristics of feature models, and thus helped us to understand
which modeling principles will lead to such feature models.

9

CONCLUSION

Feature modeling has received almost 30 years of attention in research and practice. However, a comprehensive modeling methodology is still missing. Towards such a methodology, we showed
that recurrent modeling practices actually exist and that these can
be synthesized into generalized principles. We presented a list of
34 feature modeling principles, synthesized from practices we identified in the literature and in interviews with ten feature-modeling
practitioners. The presented principles cover eight categories, from
training and planning the modeling activities, via identifying the relevant stakeholders and relevant information sources, to the actual
modeling, model organization, model validation, as well as model
maintenance and evolution. We hope that our insights help practitioners to design feature models and researchers to design methods
and tools that are aligned with accepted modeling principles. As
future work, we plan to synthesize an executable modeling process
and validate it with our industrial partners.
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